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David Adjmi opens the text of Marie Antoinette (2012)
with the quote: “When she walks through your bedrooms
carrying butcher knives you’ll know the truth.” By using this
line, Adjmi is at once playing with our collective memory of its
previous speakers (Heiner Müller’s Ophelia, and Susan Atkins of
the Charles Manson “family”) and imbuing our Marie with their
ghosts: she is both the mad girl drowned after losing everything
and the violent girl “incapable of carrying out her promise of
destruction” (Scott 54).
Through this mixing of the mythic and the modern,
Adjmi’s text exposes for us how history has written and rewritten
Marie’s story. She was one of the earliest victims of mass
media. Her fame spread almost as quickly as the gossip that
followed. Every part of her life and body was deconstructed and
reconstructed in cartoons, libellist pamphlets, “autobiographies”
and new nicknames. French philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau
recalled in his autobiography Confessions, “the stopgap solution
of a great princess who was told that the peasants had no bread,
and who responded: ‘Let them eat cake,’” a phrase she likely
never said. One little line and history remembers Marie as
that princess. “L’Autrichienne” (#theAustrianwoman) became
“L’autre-chienne” (#theotherbitch) and Marie became the “stuff
of history.”
Half of that history is our image of her, namely her hair.
“In many ways this is a story about hair,” Adjmi begins his notes
to artistic teams producing this play. He isn’t suggesting we let
Marie’s coif steal the show, nor that it is full of secrets—though
it might be. Instead he is cluing us into the way we can chart
Marie’s journey through her shrinking locks.
Adjmi asks us to step back from these pages and
examine the system in which she was built—to look
closer and see the scaffolding holding her up. What was
she built to do? Does she fulfill that function? How
has the world around her been created? When
this world is torn down, what can she become? Finn Lefevre,
If she is no longer the girl she was built to
Dramaturg
be, who are they actually killing?

Tweeting up a Storm
#Tunisia, #Egypt, @TSwift. Is Twitter the flashpoint
or the revolution?

1. “The first
rule of all is, to be
faithful to your
husband.”

2.“You cannot
love a person you
completely despise,
or to whose welfare
you are entirely
indifferent; there
must, then, be
always some degree
of friendship and
esteem.”

3. “If you
know of any fault
in your husband,
endeavour to
conceal it from all
the world.”

tweets 6/6 tips
4. “Try to dispel
gloom, by being
cheerful, and never
be the first to be
sad.”

6 tips for a

5. “Monotony
must be avoided:
you must give all the
variety that, with
the aid of time and
circumstances, is
possible; where the
place and persons
remain the same.”

Happy Marriage

Twitter Revolution:

The social networking site contributed to revolutions in

Marie’s mother used friends
to sneak this advice to her
daughter, and now it’s yours!

6. “Avoid
appearing to teach,
or know better than
he does.”

4. “I put on
my rouge and
wash my hands in
front of the whole
world.”

1. “We’re going
to take things
away from you
on behalf of the
common good.”
“Let them eat cake”
-NOT Marie Antoinette

2. “They’re going to keep
knocking away until all this
comes crashing down, but
I’m not ever going to crash.
I’m in control.”
“Those who mind
don’t matter and
those who matter
don’t mind.”
-NOT Dr. Seuss

3. “I’ll cry at the end of
the day…not when I
have fresh makeup on.”

“Well-behaved women
rarely make history.”
-NOT Marilyn Monroe,
Hillary Clinton, Virginia
Woolf, or Eleanor
Roosevelt.

“Elementary, my dear Watson.”
-NOT Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

5. “Seeing the people
who treat us so well
despite their own
misfortune, we are
more obliged than ever
to work hard for their
happiness.”

6. “You’ll never see
it my way because
you’re not me.”

7. “I am terrified
of being bored.”

“Beam me up, Scotty!”
-NOT Captain James T. Kirk

Marie or Celebrity:

can you guess who said these 7 quotes?
Answers: 1. Hillary Clinton. 2. Rihanna. 3. Kim Kardashian. 4. Marie

Antoinette. 5. Marie Antoinette. 6. Britney Spears. 7. Marie Antoinette.

This skirt expands when someone approaches. “Urban Armor” by Kathleen
McDermott, urbanarmor.org

These pannier
skirts are so wide,
I barely fit
through doors!
Think of these skirts
as a billboard for
your wealth and
glamour. And they
are a great way to
keep your distance
from strangers and
peasants.

How
can I get Marie’s
signature giant hair?
Just have your team of
designers spend hours
a day tailoring your
look to every occasion.
Don’t be afraid to
take up space, ladies!
Fashion isn’t just for
men!

Fashion Advice
fit for a queen

Amy Winehouse for Marie
Claire Italia, April 2011
“BOUDOIR-LICIOUS
Lingerie” by Justin
Alexander Bartels,
justinalexanderbartels.com

Has the Queen really stopped
wearing her corset boning? Should I?
Fashion follows the Queen, but this time
the answer is NO! If your clothes don’t
leave marks, are they even worth wearing?
Besides, the Queen has been making some
questionable choices lately...

The King’s inept and the Queen’s ostentatious! Les Deux ne
Font Qu'un (the two are one), 1791 etching

What does the Queen do for fun?
This poet has one guess...

The Royal Dildo, 1789
This lascivious twitching
in my randy c*nt,
This is my sole oracle:
it must be heeded.
F*ck virtue,
that’s merely a chimera;
A really amorous c*nt
can f*ck its own father.

The Queen’s a LESBIAN!
The Queen’s
PROMISCUOUS!

18th
Century

The Queen
is trying
to start
another
WAR!

Rumors

&

Scandals

The Queen just spent THOUSANDS
on a diamond necklace!

Think YOU can do better than
the original poets?
Take a stab at this MAD LIB:

The Queen’s
a PRUDE!

Les Amours de Charlot et Toinette, 1789

The Queen’s
BARREN!

The Queen’s spending will destroy this country! ‘La
Poulle d’Autriche’, (the hen of Austria) caricature of Marie
Antoinette, 1791 at the Bridgeman Art Library

Sometimes dying of ________(noun)
in the midst of a lovely _______(noun),
She ________(verb) all alone on her bed
Her palpitating ____(plural noun),
her beauteous _______(plural noun) and her mouth
Gently ________(-ing verb), half opened,
Appeared to invite the challenge
of a _____ _____(adjective+noun).

STAND UP
FIGHT BACK!

What are we

Louis won’t listen to the
needs of the people. He
surrounds them with
troops. They storm
the Bastille fortress
for weapons to fight
back! The Stonewall
Riots were also a direct
response to military/
Sylvia Rivera during the
police presence.

fighting for?
WHO RUN
THE WORLD?!

People are
starving. The
crops are low. The
peasant women
take matters into
their own hands
and join with
revolutionaries
for a Women’s

Stonewall Riot, June 28th
1969

ROBIN HOOD
WAS RIGHT!

The economy is
crashing. Louis locks
the “Third-Estate” or
commoners out of
the Estates-General
meeting. They have
their own meeting
to create the Tennis
Court Oath! Occupy
Wall Street was also
a citizen response to
Occupy Wall Street by Gene
financial crisis and
Taylor for Business Insider,
wealth disparity.
2011

March on
Versailles!

Women’s March on Versailles,
1789 by Augustin Challamel,
Histoire-musée de la République
Française, Depuis l’assemblée des
Notables, Paris, Delloye, 1842

This march
and the Black

Lives Matter

movement were
both started/led
by women.

the playwright
David Adjmi is a Brooklynbased playwright best known for
Stunning (2010), about maintaining
Syrian-Jewish identity in melting-pot
America, and 3C (2014), a parody of
the sitcom “Three’s Company.” Adjmi
frequently tackles difficult taboo
topics or reimagines common themes
through new lenses. He says he aims
for his work to spark “a full-scale
cultural transformation.” Adjmi’s
work has received numerous awards,
including McKnight and Jerome
Fellowships, a Critics Circle Award,
and the Guggenheim Fellowship.

the play
For Adjmi, the play Marie Antoinette is, like many of
his plays, a story about “people who are outsiders and then
impersonate insiders.” Though the language is modern and so
are the shoes, his work is also deeply rooted in an exploration of
the lived experiences of a real young woman. She is not just the
Marie of legends. Adjmi toys with contemporary references and
elements of magic, mythicizing her story until it becomes our
own.
Adjmi asks us not to assume she is an allegory for our
own fallen idols, though—sorry, Britney. Instead, we are told
she is precisely herself, and also any one of our celebrities, our
politicians, our consumption, our national insecurities. Though
Marie worries she will be “pressed in a book and forgotten,”
Adjmi proves she is only half right.

the real girl behind it all
At an age when most are finishing middle school, Marie
Antoinette was marrying Louis XVI—a marriage her mother and
others planned for seven years to help cement the alliance between
Austria and France. When Louis XV died in 1774, the 18-yearolds became King and Queen. She was criticized for her fashion
obsession and excessive luxuries, he for avoiding any courtly duties,
but who could blame them? Everyone, actually. A crumbling
economy—which Louis XVI inherited from his grandfather—and
an inability to take action plagued their reign, eventually sparking
the Revolution. After wavering and blundering, Louis was tried
and executed for treason in January 1793. That October she met
the same fate. At her trial she was also accused of stepping on a
revolutionary’s cockade ribbon, “symbolically” stepping on the
revolution. The “queen of fashion” died, in part, because of it.
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Maria Antonia aged 12 by Martin van
Meytens, c. 1767-1768.

Stick around after the show
for guest speakers and exciting
talkbacks!
November 7th: Revolutionary Fashion:
how the clothes make the movement
November 11th: Going Viral:
mass media and social movements
November 12th: Britney in ’07:
celebrity culture and the destruction of
idols
November 13th: Bad Mama:
motherhood, femininity, and leadership

All images are the sole property of their creators and are
used with respect.

